I draw attention to previous work that shows that the observables corresponding to relativistic quantum field modes commonly employed in papers on "relativistic quantum information" cannot be measured by ideal measurements.
What observables can be measured by an ideal measurement -one that leaves an eigenstate of the observable in an eigenstate -in a relativistic quantum field theory (RQFT)? The answer to this question is unknown in general but we do know examples of observables that cannot be measured if we assume that superluminal signalling (SS) is impossible. One example is a Wilson loop in a nonabelian gauge theory [1] . Another unmeasurable observable, corresponding to a one particle state [2] , is however commonly used to construct qubit Hilbert spaces in papers on "relativistic quantum information."
I will not rehearse the calculation in [2] but merely emphasise a point made in the paper that although it is done in Minkowski spacetime, the same calculation can be performed without alteration in QFT in any globally hyperbolic spacetime including for example QFT "localised" in a box with reflecting boundary conditions. What the calculation shows is that if some specified one particle state can be measured by an ideal measurement then two agents inside the box, one to the past of the spacelike hypersurface, Σ, on which the observable is measured and one to the future, can signal superluminally.
The same observation can be made about unitary transformations in general: the only unitary transformation that is safe to perform on a hypersurface is one which is a product of "ultralocal" unitary operators at points on the hypersurface.
A unitary transformation which is nonlocal on Σ generally permits SS. In order to protect relativistic causality the "Local" in "Relativistic LOCC" should be replaced by "ultralocal", pertaining to points in spacetime.
The problem is that no box is local enough. A RQFT observable such as that corresponding to a one particle state is still highly nonlocal within the box. One could say that one simply does not allow discussion of signalling inside the laboratory/box of a given external agent, that the lab/box can be made as small as we like and is simply defined to be "local" as far as the analysis goes. This wouldn't be convincing: one would hardly counter the claims of Beckman et al. by saying, there's no problem in assuming a Wilson loop can be measured because the agents who could signal superluminally would have to be confined inside a proton and we don't allow them.
To belabour the point: it is not enough simply to claim that the ideal measurement of a one particle state in a RQFT can model approximately the effect of a real intervention in an actual experiment without giving an explanation of why this is valid but other operations in the approximating RQFT (such as those that result in SS) cannot model actual interventions. On the other hand, if the effect of the actual measurement is not modelled by a projection operator onto the one particle state on a spacelike hypersurface, then it would have to be spelled out what the actual measurement is modelled by in the formalism of the RQFT and the consequences for information processing reassessed. Beckman et al. describe how local agents can collaborate to measure a Wilson loop by a demolition measurement, for example, but a demolition measurement would not be useful for teleportation or other types of information processing. The significance of the "measures of entanglement" etc. calculated using nonlocal modes states is therefore unclear as far as information processing is concerned, no matter how interesting they may be from the point of view of RQFT itself. The sine qua non of quantum information theory is the information held and communicated by external agents and they must be able to read it by making measurements on the quantum systems they hold. Calculations in RQFT using unmeasurable observables have unknown relevance to quantum information.
